How to move with confidence

Today's best-designed freight trailers carry greater payload without sacrificing strength or durability. Trailmobile, Inc. has achieved a steady reduction of weight by road-testing with Consolidated instrumentation and making a detailed study of the stress distribution in trailer structures.

An instrument trailer, carrying two CEC amplifier systems and a CEC 18-channel recording oscillograph, records the outputs from pickups, load cells, and strain gages mounted on the vehicle being tested. According to Trailmobile, the most important advantage gained is complete confidence over and above the significant savings in time and money.

You can move with greater confidence, too. Whenever you need reliable, accurate, high-speed data for new-product development or product improvement, CEC can help you.

Recognized leader in the fields of dynamic and static testing, chemical analysis, process monitoring, and automatic data processing, Consolidated offers the practical experience, instruments, equipment, and systems necessary to place you in command of any objective. How CEC can help build your company's profits is told in Brochure 44—"Your Next Move for Profit and Progress." Send for it today.
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